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THE BIG REVEAL
Moniza Alvi and Esther Morgan

In autumn 2012 we began thinking about the content and themes for our
guest edition of The Poetry Review. One strand of our conversation kept

returning to the idea of reputation and how the very act of submitting poems
to a journal like TPR might, even at the subconscious level, result in a kind of
self-censorship by the poet, particularly one with an established reputation.
Might such a poet hesitate over including a more experimental poem, one that
explores new ground, either in form or subject? We wondered whether offering
poets an anonymous space would provide freedoms that traditional attributed
publication would not. With this idea in mind we approached a number of
published poets to ask if they’d be interested in submitting a poem
anonymously along with accompanying thoughts on whether this had made
any difference to their poetic practice. The results were fascinating and varied.
At the time, we asked the poets concerned whether they’d be happy to be
revealed at a later date – that time has come! So for everyone who’s been
guessing their identities over the past year you can finally check to see if your
poetic antennae were working. Not all the mystery is resolved though – one
poet has asked to remain permanently anonymous, an appropriate outcome
perhaps. Have you tried to guess who was who? Compare the list below with
the poems we published in issue 103:1.

Anon. Poet I Fred D’Aguiar
Anon. Poet II Mimi Khalvati
Anon. Poet III Carol Watts
Anon. Poet IV George Szirtes
Anon. Poet V Luke Kennard
Anon. Poet VI wishes to remain anonymous
Anon. Poet VII Carole Satyamurti
Anon. Poet VIII Sam Willetts
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